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1) A) - Compare between steann power plant used regenerativeo
reheating cycle with backward feed water heater and power plant used
regenerative, reheating cyctre with c$osed feed water heater forward
feeding.
B) A Pass-out two-stage turbine receives stegm at 50bar and 350 oC.

At 1.5 bar the high-pressure stage exhausts and 12000kg of steam

per hour are taken at this stage for process purposes. The

remainder is reheated at 1.5 bar to250 oC and then expandeel

through the low-p!:essure turbine to a condenser pressure of 0.05

bar. The pon/er output frorn the turbine unit is to be 3750 KW" The

relevant values should be taken f:"om an h-s chart. Taken the

isentropic efficiency of the high-pressure stage as 0.84, and that of

the low-pl'essure stage as 0.8n"

Determine:

1- Calculate the boiler capacify

2- Cycle efficiency

2) Steam power station, steann inlet 30 bar and 350 C" and condenser
pressure 0"0.04 bar if steam expanded in turbine to L0 bar where
additional steam is extracted fon" closed forward heater and the
rennainder reheated to 30{} Co. And is expanded to 5 bar where
additional steam is extracted agaim for cEosed backward heater. If the
turbines efficiencies is 80 7o "

Determine:

The cycle efficiency.
The output power developed by the turbine in X{-P if the rate
of steam is tr 0Ton/hr.{assume mech. &ele. efficiencies)

1.
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3-a) For an ideal simple gas tur-bine cycle, Prove that tlre pressure ratio at

which the output power is maxlc'num depends enly on the lower and higher

ternperatures.

3-b) Find the rnaximllrn pCIwer a,ruld be developed from a simple gas turbine

system works hetween n'linimum and maximum temperatures of 32 "C and 877

"C. Flnd also the corresponeiing tFnermal efficiency of the system in this case.

4-) A gas turbine system consists of two stages compressor, a combustion

chamber, two stages turbine and a regenerative heat exchanger. The high

stage turbine is used to derive tkae high stage compressor while the low stage

turbine is connected toget!'ler with the low stage cornpressor and the

generator. Minimum and max!ffium pressures are 1 bar and 9 bar. fiVlinimum

and maximum temperatures are 32 "C and 850 "C. The pressure ratio is the

same in each compression stage. Water inter-cooler effectiveness is 0.9. The

temperature at each turbine stage is the same. lsentropic efficiency for each

compressor stage is 0.85 and tlrat of each turbine stage is 0.9. Air temperature

at the regenerative heat exchanger outlet is 475 "C.

Find for t kgls mass flow rate of air:

a) The power developed.

bl The tfiermal efficiency.

c) The heat exchanger effectEveness.

d) The temperature of gases leaving the heat exchanger.


